The ongoing revolutionary progress of microelectronics is the driving force behind the constant development of new technical products that have markedly improved functionality and higher performance, yet at a lower cost. We expect this trend to continue beyond the year 2015. The challenge lies in mastering the resulting design complexity and achieving economic viability for integrated systems with more than 100 million devices per square centimeter. This requires system concepts that both exhaust the possibilities of semiconductor technology and reduce the design and test complexity. Because of their highly regular, modular structure, information processing parallelism, inherent fault tolerance, learning ability, and environmental adaptability, artificial neural networks (ANNs) offer an attractive alternate approach for ultra-largescale-integration (ULSI) systems. ANNs offer a variety of techniques for use in resource-efficient information processing architectures, and, in particular, for cognitive systems. The three approaches we examined are modelspecific integrated circuits for neural associative memories, self-organizing feature maps, and local cluster neural networks.
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With structure sizes smaller than 0.1 micron, semiconductor technology starts falling below the level of biological structures forming the brain. However, the brain efficiently uses all three dimensions, whereas microelectronics can use only the two physical dimensions of the silicon die surface. Nevertheless, taking an area of one square millimeter-roughly the square dimension of a Purkinje cell (a type of neuron) in the cerebellar cortex, shown in Figure 1a we can use 0.18-micron CMOS technology to implement a digital artificial neuron ( Figure  1b ) with 170,000 8-bit weights (synapses) and an 8-bit microprocessor as a neural processing unit ( Figure 1c) . Weights are the practical implementation (in hardware, software, theory) of (biological) synapses (contacts between nerve cells).
Two approaches exist for supporting ANNs in parallel computing architectures: generalpurpose neurocomputers for emulating a wide range of neural network models, and specialpurpose ULSI systems dedicated to a specific neural network model. General-purpose neurocomputers offer a high degree of observability of the inner workings of neural algorithms as well as flexibility. Special-purpose ULSI designs offer resource-efficient speed, size, and power consumption. Progress continues in both approaches, and researchers have realized many different architectures in working hardware. There exists a variety of architectures within these two approaches. This is necessary to address the difficulty in determining the best way to perform ANN calculations for any given application. [1] [2] [3] Additionally, no one has given the problem of benchmarking a full treatment or found a commonly accepted adequate metric for performance evaluation.
We developed our own approach to specialpurpose ULSI systems for neural networks. The basic procedure for microelectronic implementation of specific ANN models is simple:
1. Select an artificial neuron model. 2. Implement this model by means of an adapted (analog or digital) processing unit together with the required memory for the weights (synapses). 3. Make as many copies of this neuron implementation as necessary, and connect these neurons to the selected network structure. Table 1 shows that in respect to functionality, we distinguish neural networks by association, classification, and controlling or approximation. For each functionality, we selected a neural network model well adapted to microelectronic implementation because of modular, regular architecture, required calculation accuracy, scalability, and performance. All chips were fabricated using the Europractice Services, which are offered to European universities at reasonable costs.
Neural associative memory
The basic operation of an associative memory is to map between finite pattern sets X and Y. The associative memory responds with output vector y t to the input vector x t for every pair (t = 1, … , z) stored in the associative memory. This mode of operation is called pat-
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MAY-JUNE 2002 tern mapping or hetero-associative recall. A special case of this functionality is the autoassociative recall (pattern completion) where the stored pairs look like (x t , x t ). Given a sufficiently large part of x t , the memory responds with the whole pattern x t (t is an index for the stored pattern pairs [t = 1, … , z]). Palm and others studied a very simple model of a neural network performing this task efficiently. 4 We call this model the binary neural associative memory (Binam) because the input, output, and connection weights (synapses) are binary.
We designed ULSI architectures for the Binam using digital, digital/analog, and analog circuit techniques. [5] [6] [7] For our implementation using serial associative RAM (Saram), we integrated the memory and the processing unit on one chip. We tested two digital implementations, which we will call Saram& and Saram+, and one analog implementation, Saram@. Both digital architectures are based on a 16-Kbit on-chip static RAM; a neural processing unit; a coding block, including input/output logic; and an on-chip controller providing 12 instructions for synchronizing, controlling, and testing the modules.
Saram& uses a fixed threshold that is set by default to the number of 1s (h bits)-the set m without h of these bits is 0-in the input pattern. The calculation unit of each neuron has about 10 standard cells or 120 transistors. The Saram+ chip, shown in Figure 2a and b, uses a programmable threshold to widen its applicability, but the neurons are more complex due to the implementation of a counter instead of a few simple logic gates. Consequently, the calculation unit of each Saram+ neuron requires 38 standard cells or 432 transistors. For both digital chips, an association of a binary input pattern having h of its m bits set to 1 (the other bits are 0) with a binary output pattern having k of its n bits set to 1 takes 2h + k + 2 clock cycles. The learning/programming of such an association takes 3h + k clock cycles. Applying the maximum clock frequency we designed and tested, 25 MHz, the digital chips (Saram&, Saram+) have a typical association rate (associated patterns per second) (h = 6, k = 2) of 1.56 × 10 6 patterns per second or 600 million connections per second. The typical learning/programming rate in our tests is 1.25 × 10 6 patterns per second or 480 million connection updates per second. The average power consumption is 140 mW for Saram& and 170 mW for Saram+ for a 5-V power supply and a 25-MHz clock rate. These chips can store about 1,200 associations (sparsely coded: h = 6, k = 2) reliably. See the "Binary neural associative memory" sidebar for a detailed explanation of Binam operations.
We implemented the connection matrix (synapses) of the Binam model using a standard static memory macro. The matrix (and the macro) has a 256-word × 64-bit complexity. Hence, every input pattern is 256 bits and every output pattern is 64 bits wide. Since every weight of the connection matrix is binary, a standard six-transistor cell stores one weight. If we use dynamic memory cells, only two devices are necessary for each connection weight. Both digital chips have nearly the same die size of 25 sq. mm (made with standard cell, 1.0-micron CMOS technology), with a 64-neuron × 256-synapse matrix size. Figure 2b shows that the ratio between the memory area 12 (weights) and the standard cell area (calculation units) for these test chips is nearly one. Increasing the width of the input patterns to m > 8192 (where m is the dimension of the input vector) would give a ratio of less than four percent relative usage for the neural processing unit. Furthermore, using full custom designs for the neural processing units reduces the circuitry area by about 50 percent.
We used mixed-mode analog and digital circuits for the Saram@ hardware implementation. 8 We used analog circuit techniques to compute the weighted sum within the neuron by current summing. For weight storage, we modified a six-transistor static memory cell with respect to transistor geometries. The analog concept enhances the speed of the association. In contrast, we achieved a lower accuracy (than in the digital implementation) for summing up activated 1s in the matrix, but the required accuracy for the analog circuitry grows only with the number of active vector components h = log(m) and not with the vector dimensionality itself. The Saram@ test chip has a 16 neuron × 16 synapse matrix at a 10-sq.-mm die size (using 1.2-micron CMOS technology). We tested the chip up to a 1-MHz frequency. During an association, the chip draws a 1.4-mA current, hence power dissipation for a 5-V supply voltage is about 7 mW.
The Saram chips can be scaled up on a chip as well as cascaded with other chips to build up larger Binams. For example, using 0.18-micron CMOS technology, we can implement on a chip, 4,000 neurons, each having 16,000 inputs. Cascading four such chips results in 16 K × 16 K Binams in which several million patterns are associatively stored and each pattern retrieved in about 10 ns.
Self-organizing maps
For classification tasks, we use self-organizing maps (SOM) as proposed by Kohonen 9 for microelectronic implementation. SOMs use an unsupervised learning algorithm to form a nonlinear mapping from a given highdimensional input space to a lower-dimensional map of neurons; see the "Self-organizing maps" sidebar (next page) for a detailed description. To ease the efficient
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The binary neural associative memory is a single layer feed-forward neural network with n neurons having m inputs each. The input vectors x t , the output vectors y t , and the weights w ij take a binary form (t = 1, …, z; i = 1, … , m; and j = 1, ... , n). The associative mapping is built up in the following way: The input vector x t and the corresponding output vector y t of every pair stored in the binary neural associative memory are applied to the matrix simultaneously. Initially, all connection weights w ij are zero. Each weight w ij at the intersection of an activated row and column (x t i = y t j = 1) will be switched on, whereas all the other connection weights remain unchanged. This clipped Hebb-like 1 rule programs the connection matrix and stores the information in a distributed way. Applying an input vector to the neurons recalls the constructed mapping. For each neuron we sum up the products of the input components x j and the corresponding connection weights w ij :
The associated binary output vector y is obtained by the following threshold operation:
For an efficient application of the Binam, the input and output patterns must be sparsely coded. This means only a few [h = log(m), k = log(n)] input/output lines can be active (1) at any time. This simple system concept has very attractive features for neural associative memories and content addressable techniques:
• the asymptotic storage capacity is 0.69 n × m bits, • the number of patterns that can be stored is approximately (0.69 n × m) / (h × k) and hence much larger than the number of neurons n, • the number of operations during association is O [log (m) × n] instead of O (n × m), and • the binary neural associative memory is well suited for ULSI implementation.
The application of Binams is attractive whenever requirements include a fast response and fault-tolerant access to stored patterns in large databases. Hence, the typical application area is information retrieval. Binams have efficient storage capacity, access time, and power consumption as long as special hardware is available. In addition, the Binam works more efficiently as the size of the matrix increases. 
Binary neural associative memory
In general, a self-organizing map is a single layer of two-dimensionally arranged artificial neurons, as Figure A1 shows. Each neuron receives the same input vector x = (x 1 , ... , x n ). First, the map has to learn a set of input vectors (learning phase). The unsupervised learning process starts with a suitable initialization of the connection weights of the neurons. If no information about the input data is available, the weights are initialized with random values. In several training epochs, all vectors of a training data set are trained to the map. The training result is a nonlinear mapping from the given high-dimensional input space to the two-dimensional map of neurons. An example of a training result is shown in Figure A2 . In this case, six clusters of a four-dimensional input space are mapped to a SOM with 40 × 40 neurons. The neighborhood of the clusters in the input space is preserved on the map and cluster with a higher density of data points, taking a larger area on the map.
For training a vector x the neuron that has the most similar weight vector m is determined:
The similarity between the input vector x and the so-called best-match neuron m bm is often calculated based on the Euclidean distance. If n is the dimension of the input and the weight vectors, the Euclidean distance is defined as:
The best-match (or winning) neuron is adapted to the input vector by applying the following learning rule:
This learning rule not only alters the winning neuron, but also neurons in the neighborhood on the map. Therefore a neighborhood function h ci is defined:
The term |r bm −r i | estimates the topological distance between the best-match neuron and neuron i on the map. The position of the bestmatch neuron is r bm ∈ℜ 2 , and the position of the neuron i on the planar map is r i ∈ℜ 2 . The function σ 2 (t ) defines the width of the Gaussian curve and α(t)the adaptation strength. Both are decreasing functions of the time-discrete index t (training steps). After learning, the map recalls for any given input vector the best-match neuron. In other words, the map performs a classification of known as well as unknown input data.
The NBISOM chips simplify the original algorithm proposed by Kohonen 1 to minimize the necessary chip area and maximize the number of processing elements per chip. Therefore, the Manhattan distance replaces the Euclidean distance to get rid of the multiplications:
The second simplification concerns the neighborhood function. This function is restricted to a set of factors that can be realized by a simple shift-register: h ci ∈{1, 1/2, 1/4, 1/8, 1/16, …}. 
implementation of SOMs in parallel hardware, we simplified the original algorithm to create the n-bit input SOM (NBISOM) architecture. 10 In particular, we used the Manhattan distance to calculate the distance between the input vector and the model vectors to avoid the square root multiplication and calculation required for the Euclidean distance (which is typically used in SOM implementations). Restricting the values of the adaptation factor replaces the multiplications required for adaptation with shift operations. Additionally, we set the accuracy of the input vector components and model vectors to 8 bits. We have run a large number of simulations to prove the quality of the simplified algorithm.
The given simplifications lead to a massively parallel hardware implementation, offering one processing element with internal memory for every neuron of the SOM. Thus, every processing element must have the capability to perform the calculations required for learning and recall. We developed an application-specific integrated circuit, NBISOM_25, which integrates 25 processing elements arranged in a 5 × 5 array, as shown in Figure 3a . Apart from the required calculation units and some interface logic, every chip contains a RAM block capable of storing 64 vector components. We implemented a controller for the interpretation of eight different commands and for communication between the processing elements themselves and with an external controller. The chip is fabricated using a 1.0-micron CMOS process with a die size of 74.3 sq. mm.
We built a board with 16 NBISOM_25 chips (Figure 3b ) that integrates a self-organizing map in our VMEbus system. Thus, we can realize map sizes up to 20 × 20 elements with 64 vector components. For interfacing with the VMEbus and for controlling the array of processing elements, we used two field-programmable gate arrays (FPGAs). We store the input and output data in a dual-port RAM to decouple data transfer via the VMEbus from the onboard communication. Figure 3b is a photograph of the VMEbus board containing 16 NBISOM_25 chips. The maximum performance of the NBISOM_25 chips is 4,096 million connections per second during recall and 2,382 million connection updates per second during learning for a 20 × 20 matrix. 11 The classification rate is 160,000 patterns per second.
To improve the functionality of the NBI-SOM_25 chips we developed the NBX chip. 12 This successor to the NBISOM has an internal structure with lower area requirements combined with enhanced features. For instance, the best-match search is optimized. In spite of the integrated enhancements, the clock speed can be more than 40 MHz. The first NBX test chip integrates 16 processor elements, and each element holds 128 vector components with 8 bits per component in two static RAM banks with 128 × 64 bits. The chip is fabricated in a 0.8-micron CMOS process with a die size of 28.58 sq. mm. A third class of neural networks for hardware implementation is function approximators. This kind of network maps a given input vector from a continuous input space to a continuous output space. We examined both analog and digital hardware implementations of these network types, although in this article, we will examine only the analog approach. Other authors have discussed the digital implementation of a radial basis function network with an FPGA. 13 The LCNN is a two-layer feed-forward network developed by Sitte and Geva.
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1 Similar to radial basis function networks, the LCNN uses local functions for approximating a given complex function. The approximation is done by placing several local functions in its input space. The basic idea is to superimpose sigmoid functions in such a way that they only respond to a finite region in input space. The network accomplishes this by first constructing a ridge function for every input signal x by comparing two sigmoids. The ridge function is: l(w,r,k,x) 
. The orientation and width of the ridge is determined by the orientation of w and its length. The position of the ridge is given by the position of the vector r. The sigmoid is chosen to be the logistic function with steepness k: σ(k,h) = 1 ⁄ 1 + e − k h . A local function is obtained by adding the ridge function of all the components in the input signal vector. All ridges have a different orientation but the same center:
where w is now an n × n matrix made out of n ridge (column) vectors w i . This function has a bump around the common center r and ridges emanating to infinity in as many directions as there are dimensions. These ridges have to be removed to make the function local. Application of a properly biased sigmoid σ 0 to the function ƒ(w,r,k,x) cuts out the ridges smoothly. The local function made out of a cluster of sigmoids is L (w,r,k,x 
A local cluster network consists of an array of local cluster functions all receiving the same inputs. The network output is a weighted sum of the local cluster outputs:
The LCNN makes use of the computational advantages of localized functions for training and application. It also has the advantage of relatively simple weighted sums and sigmoids for analog VLSI implementation, instead of calculating more complicated Euclidean distances. 
Local cluster neural network
The local cluster neural network (LCNN) 14 is a two-layer feed-forward network, which we implemented in analog hardware. 15 The network uses dot products and sigmoidal transfer functions, which are generated efficiently in analog hardware. See the "Local cluster neural network" sidebar for a detailed description of the operations of this network. Figure 4a shows the architecture of the analog LCNN. We implemented the LCNN using a 0.8-micron CMOS process from Austria Microsystems. The chip has a total area of 10 sq. mm, but the analog part only used 0.5 sq. mm. The rest of the area is used for the weights, which are stored in digital shift registers and converted with digital-to-analog converters. We placed two local clusters with six inputs and one output each on the chip, as shown in Figure 4b .
We chose current as the information carrier because most operations such as additions, subtractions, and multiplications can be implemented in current mode techniques. Furthermore, we can combine these circuits easily. The maximum output current is about 10 mA and the maximum input frequency of the chip is limited to 50 KHz for a supply voltage of 3 V. Control tasks, especially motor control in small autonomous systems, are the main application area of this LCNN chip. Therefore, we preferred low energy consumption instead of a high-frequency response.
Applications
Our proposed neural network hardware models offer a wide range of applications. The chips are suitable for use in information retrieval (associative memory), exploratory data analysis (self-organizing maps), automation, and autonomous systems.
Depending on the restrictions of a certain application, we can emphasize different aspects of the chip. First, we can operate in real time using neural hardware. Examples include automation with online identification and control using neural algorithms. 13 The NBISOM system offers advantages in the analysis of huge data sets. This system offers a significant computation time speed-up compared with a software implementation; not only in self-organizing networks, but also compared with conventional methods (cluster analysis for example).
Second, our hardware allows the development of resource-efficient systems with minimal total energy consumption combined with a small size and fault-tolerant behavior. To examine the use of neural concepts in autonomous systems, we embedded the developed neural hardware in the minirobot Khepera (shown in Figure 5 ) from K-Team, Switzerland. 16 The design goal for autonomous systems is the generation of reasonable reflex-like behavior, based on the available sensor data. In particular, for sensor calibration we embedded concepts and methods of self-organizing feature maps into the robot's system control structure. 16 The robot can adjust sensor deviations (inevitably caused during manufacture) in a self-optimizing way. We used associative memory for user-adaptive and fault-tolerant behavior mapping. In this application, a sensor input acts as the input vector for the memory matrix. The associated output is interpreted as motor stimuli to achieve an adequate motion.
Benefits
There are three main reasons for the concentration on model-specific implementa-tions such as those we have examined. First, because of the modular and regular architecture of the selected ANN models, the microelectronic implementation can be performed efficiently. Second, only a small amount of additional software is necessary to embed these chips in a given system environment. This is crucial for both hardware platforms used in our laboratory, that is, the stationary VMEbus/PCIbus system for simulating large ANNs in real time and the mobile autonomous robot Khepera. Third, special-purpose hardware ANN implementations are efficient in speed, area, and power consumption.
We made the ANN solutions resource efficient for suitability in real-time applications with extremely low energy requirements, and even for the smallest device sizes. Furthermore, due to the modular architecture, our chip implementations are easily adapted to new technologies without enormous design and test complexity. Thus, these architectures will benefit more from future developments in microelectronics than would software microprocessor solutions. Additionally, the system features (storage capacity, classification quality, approximation accuracy) improve noticeably as the size of the network increases. P rogress in microelectronics provides a powerful framework for implementing large ANNs in hardware. Microelectronics will still dominate the field of ANN implementation at least for the next decade. However, the discussion is open about the best ways to achieve very large neural systems and, in the long term, how to produce so-called artificial brains. We are still a long way from fully comprehending the functional mechanisms of the brain; and the construction of an artificial brain will remain for a very long time, if not forever, a fantasy. Nevertheless, we do have something to learn from nature about resource-efficient technical systems. This is why a hardware realization of neural networks does not aim for an exact reproduction of nervous systems, but simply for the efficient use of technologies for solving technical problems. Today we use microelectronics; we are keenly awaiting the technology we can use tomorrow. 
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